Jerry Coyne, an accomplished population geneticist at the University of Chicago in Illinois, has devoted much time recently to attacking creationism. His articles in popular publications neatly dissect the scientific claims of the creationists, clearly showing their logical and empirical failings. In Why Evolution is True, he shifts his concerns to demonstrate to an open-minded reader the strength of evolutionary biology. The book is one long argument for why the theory so often associated with Charles Darwin should -as much as any other well-founded scientific explanation -be recognized as true.
Writing in a conversational yet authoritative tone, Coyne makes evolutionary biology accessible. As befits his speciality, he stresses the genetic foundations of natural selection and adaptation, offering examples from the field and laboratory for how natural selection shapes morphology and biochemistry to adapt species to their environments. Attention is devoted in this balanced book not only to genes and molecules, but also to the fossil record, sexual selection and biogeography. The patterns of distribution of plants and animals over geographic areas provided a key clue to Darwin, and Coyne gives this finding its due.
Speciation is the missing link in the general public's understanding of evolution, so it is good to see it discussed early in the book and developed fully in a later chapter. Simple natural selection -microbes becoming resistant to antibiotics, weeds developing resistance to pesticides -is not objectionable to evolution sceptics. What they object to is the tree of life -evolution's core concept of common ancestry. How can very different animals such as bats and humans be related? Coyne clarifies the basics of geographic speciation and its importance to evolution: it produces lineages that are initially similar, which then diverge through successive speciation events. Given billions of years of lineage splitting and extinction, the result is bats, humans and everything else on Earth.
Primed for evolution
Also useful is Coyne's distinction between ancestors and transitional fossils -a common source of confusion. Transitions are exhibited by fossils such as Archaeopteryx, which has both dinosaur and bird traits, and the deer-like Indohyus, which has traits of both even-toed hoofed mammals and whales, but such fossils may occur at the wrong time or have the wrong suite of features to be ancestral to modern forms. Given the nature of the fossil record, Coyne explains, we would not expect to find or identify ancestral fossils, but we can find cousin species that share transitional features with the elusive direct ancestors. Transitional features therefore delineate how the tree of life branches. Unfortunately, Coyne never quite defines ancestral and derived traits, which would help to clarify the discussion.
A book for the public must simplify, but there lurks the possibility of subsequent distortion. Many people misunderstand evolution as a great chain in which simple forms evolve into more complex ones, rather than the branching and extinction of lineages. Amphibians did not evolve into reptiles, and reptiles did not evolve into mammals and birds. Rather, a population of early tetrapods -four-legged vertebrates -gave rise to a diverse group of organisms that included ancestors of modern frogs and salamanders, and to a separate branch characterized by having an amniotic egg. A primitive amniote gave rise to reptiles and birds on one branch, and mammals on another. Given that the branch leading to mammals preceded that leading to reptiles, it is misleading for Coyne to use the outmoded term 'mammal-like reptiles' instead of 'non-mammalian synapsids' .
It remains a dismal truth that in the United States, almost half of the population does not accept the common ancestry of humans and chimpanzees; anti-evolution sentiments are also manifest in the rest of the developed world, albeit less virulently. Coyne's book will be a good choice to give to the neighbour or teacher who wants to know more about evolutionary biology. Lamentably, his book is still needed.
